Shipping IT Equipment to...

MEXICO

Quick Facts
Destination: Mexico City, Mexico
Value Shipped: $500,000+
Incoterms: DDP
Service Level: PriorityIT

Services Provided
Scheduled Collection
Import/Export Doc. Support
Direct Door-to-Door Shipping
Customs Clearance
Importer of Record Services
Last Mile Delivery

Additional Requirements
Import License
Pre-Validation Process

Challenge
Our client, a US-based global IT management company, had to deliver specialized
IT equipment to their customer's office in Mexico City. Without an import license
or business entity, they needed a full service supply chain provider to properly
import the specialized equipment into Mexico on their behalf.

Process

Local Collection

Manifest + Full
Document Support

Direct Transport to
Mexico City

Our local team collected
the shipment at our client’s
facility and soft-wrapped the
devices for transport back to
our warehouse.

The shipment was preverified with Mexican customs
standards and all documents
were procured according to
local customs requirements.

Once packed for safe
transport, the shipment was
sent on a direct flight to
Mexico City arriving in 2 days.

Importer of Record
Service

Custom Clearance

Final Delivery

FGX’s trading company
imported the shipment on
behalf of the client as they
didn’t have a business entity
in Mexico.

Our brokerage presented all
import documents to complete
the customs clearance
process.

Delivery was scheduled with
the local Mexico City office.
Final delivery was completed
on schedule.

Shipments headed to Mexico from the U.S. must go through the pre-validation procedure.
The process starts when our team pre-validates the shipment by verifying the shipment
contents against the commercial invoice by pulling all serial numbers off each device.
Once all the import paperwork is finalized, a customs inspection is scheduled with customs
officials. If everything is properly prepared the shipment will pass the customs clearance
procedure smoothly.

Result
FGX was able to handle the entire logistics process from local collection to final delivery.
Our team of Mexican customs specialists were able to handle the shipment effortlessly
through the customs clearance process allowing for an expedited clearance timeline.
The client was able to procure their hardware in the USA and seamlessly ship it to Mexico,
saving both time and money.

10%

Savings vs. Procuring Locally

5-7

Days Door-to-Door

To learn more about FGX and how our fully managed supply chain
services can help your company, contact us today.
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